Maxi and Mini demand test no. 1 - August 17 2013

After feeding, Mini went to the far end of yard (with blue pool) while Maxi was fed at the end with the red pool. The buckets filled with water and closed with lids, were then placed across the yard to form a barrier (39.5cm high). This sequence of screen shots from the CCTV cameras show how the pups reunited.

01:08 Sue places ther buckets across the yard

03:31 Maxi looks towatrds barrier from red pool (Sue continuing to fill red pool with hose)
04:13 Maxi goes across trampoline towards barrier

05:16 Maxi reaches barrier and Mini has also reached barrier from the other side
05:22 Maxi tries to climb on to buckets

05:33 Maxi succeeding in pulling himself up on to buckets, Mini still at barrier beside him
06:50 Maxi now on top of buckets, nose-to-nose contact with Mini

06:55 Maxi stretches down and noses the back of Mini’s head
07:20 Maxi stretches down towards Mini....

07:40 Maxi slides off buckets towards Mini
07:43 The pups are reunited